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Fig. 1. Rio explains to the professor that he uses Tor over VPN to access the dark net (Money Heist S02E03,
2017 [50])

Users face security folklore in their daily lives in the form of security advice, myths, and word-of-mouth
stories. Using a VPN to access the Tor network, i.e., Tor over VPN, is an interesting example of security folklore
because of its inconclusive security benefits and its occurrence in pop-culture media.

Following the Theory of Reasoned Action, we investigated the phenomenon with three studies: (1) we
quantified the behavior on real-world Tor traffic and measured a prevalence of 6.23%; (2) we surveyed users’
intentions and beliefs, discovering that they try to protect themselves from the Tor network or increase
their general security; and (3) we analyzed online information sources, suggesting that perceived norms and
ease-of-use play a significant role while behavioral beliefs about the purpose and effect are less crucial in
spreading security folklore. We discuss how to communicate security advice effectively and combat security
misinformation and misconceptions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of laypeople are concerned about their privacy and security online and want
to minimize their risks. They are met with a conundrum of possible products, advice, myths, and
word-of-mouth stories. For example, some users append symbols to their passwords assuming
increased security [67], believe that (unencrypted) SMS are more secure than email and encrypted
instant messengers [2], assume that information on the blockchain is not readable by others despite
it being a public ledger [38], or overestimate the privacy gains of private browsing features [1, 25, 30].
In these situations, users’ folk theories [51, 68] about the purpose and effect of security behaviors
do not reflect reality. People perpetuate security folklore, a collection of beliefs about security
practices (discussed in more detail in Section 2.1) when they tell informal stories about their
security experience to others [52]. At best, these behaviors do not impact privacy and security
online. At worst, they give a false sense of security while negatively impacting security.

Currently, little is known about how security folklore becomes popular, spreads, and gets widely
adopted. Understanding these mechanisms could facilitate the transport of accurate and up-to-date
information about security practices. Of particular interest are factors that make them so easy to
retell to others, intuitively understandable, feel so secure, and actionable in users’ day-to-day life.

In this paper, we approach the broad topic of security folklore based on the peculiar case of Tor
over VPN, where the user first connects to a VPN before connecting to Tor. Experts [65, 66] and
special interest groups [56] doubt the general security benefits of this practice. The case of Tor over
VPN is particularly interesting because its utility (or dangers) are actually not fully conclusive, it
vividly illustrates the power of misconceptions, and it found entrance into popular culture (e.g.,
Figure 1). An in-depth understanding of the phenomenon, its mechanisms, and the forces at work
may help us to start understanding the building blocks of security folklore.
We triangulate this phenomenon with three study parts that align with the theory of reasoned

action [22]: (1) we measure the prevalence of the Tor over VPN practice on real-world Tor traffic,
(2) we survey Tor over VPN users’ beliefs about the practice using mixed qualitative/quantitative
methods, and (3) we systematically analyze the online content of background information on Tor
over VPN.

We found that Tor over VPN users, comprising 6.23% of daily Tor users, rarely articulated threat
models and expected general security benefits. Users who gave reasons often wanted to protect
themselves from the perceived dangers of using Tor. This attitude reflects how VPN providers
tend to write about the practice, emphasizing and sometimes misrepresenting the risks of using
Tor to recommend their VPN for accessing the dark net. Our document analysis suggests that
background information establishes normative beliefs when users look to others for appropriate
security behavior (i.e., social proof [11–13]), contributing to the spread of this kind of security
folklore. The importance of normative beliefs, which do not rely on knowledge about the practice’s
purpose and effects, explains why many Tor over VPN users expect general security benefits.
Establishing reliable behavioral beliefs about the effects of Tor over VPN is difficult since the
information sources, mostly VPN providers and discussions in expert venues, often contradict
each other. This work highlights that newspaper reports about security practices or demonstrated
security behavior are specific forms of security advice – since they offer social proof for security
behavior. Knowing the relevance of normative beliefs can improve the future dissemination of high-
quality security advice. Reports about security practices must avoid unintentional misinformation
and misconceptions. Always including the security practices’ purpose and effects may help.
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2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
We discuss the basics of security folklore, i.e., folk theories, security misconceptions, and security
advice, before covering prior work about users’ perceptions and use of VPNs and Tor. We include
short descriptions of different Tor and VPN combinations and experts’ opinions on the security
benefits.

2.1 Security Folklore and Misconceptions
According to Brunvand’s definition from 1978, folklore is a part of a culture that “encompasses
all knowledge, understandings, values, attitudes, assumptions, feelings, and beliefs transmitted in
traditional forms by word of mouth or by customary examples” [10]. When we transfer this notion
to security and modern communication, security folklore is a collection of beliefs about security
practices that have become part of the culture and are transmitted informally through, for example,
verbal tales, written social media posts, or demonstrated behavior. This informal and repetitive
communication may also enhance the perceived legitimacy of these security beliefs, regardless of
available empirical evidence. In contrast to the repeated informal stories about similar security
incidents that people tell each other, official, e.g., password-creation guidelines would not constitute
security folklore.
Thus, there are two approaches to studying security folklore: investigating the informal com-

munication about security practices and understanding users’ collective knowledge, assumptions,
feelings, and beliefs about security practices. In the spirit of the first approach, Rader et al. [52]
and Pfeffer et al. [49] investigated the stories that people tell each other about security and what
kind of lessons they learned from them. They found that people remembered these stories for
months or years after initially hearing them and that almost half of them retold them to others.
Studying users’ functional or structural mental models [14, 36] of security technology would be a
way to use the second approach to researching security folklore. For example, Wash [68] found
folk models of home computer security that influence which security software people use and
which expert security advice they follow. Rader and Slaker [51] found that these folk theories about
technology depend on how the technology represents its actions to the users. Similarly, technology
may provide a secure experience [41] not based on actual security. In this work, we investigate a
specific case of security folklore in both ways, i.e., investigating users’ beliefs and assumptions
about Tor over VPN and studying different kinds of informal communication about it.

These folk theories about security mechanisms could contribute to users’ security misconceptions,
e.g., concerning private browsing [1, 25, 30], the security of electronic communication [2], secure
password creation methods [67], or the anonymity of blockchain transactions [38]. Even when
these security misconceptions have no direct negative influence on users’ security, they can have
side effects such as a security theater [61], i.e., when users feel more secure while the technology is
not. This perception may lead to risk compensation behavior [60], i.e., users accepting more risks
believing they are secure. In the face of limited compliance budgets [5], switching to better security
practices is advisable.

2.2 Security Advice and Security Practice Adoption
Prior work [57, 59] suggests a large body of security advice from which users can choose. However,
the quality of the security advice varies wildly. Redmiles et al. [58] analyzed a corpus of collected
security advice along three dimensions: comprehensibility, perceived efficacy, and perceived action-
ability. They argue that users’ limited compliance budget [5] necessitates a small set of high-quality
security advice that benefits a broad range of people.
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Understanding the circumstances that lead to user adoption of security and privacy measures
is a matter of ongoing research. As Harborth et al. [31] found, perceived anonymity and trust in
the service drive perceived usefulness and, consequently, adoption. Security practices requiring
reoccurring user interaction are less widely adopted than those requiring fewer interactions [70].
The last factor might benefit VPN adoption since VPNs do not require a lot of user interaction
compared to other security mechanisms. Also, the theory of reasoned action [22] can help to
understand security practice adoption. It provides an overview of how background factors influence
different beliefs about practices, how these beliefs affect user intention, and when this intention
translates to user behavior.

2.3 The VPN Ecosystem and its Users
Commercial VPN providers are a 15-billion dollar industry that markets their services as a turnkey
solution to users’ privacy [37]. The industry invests heavily in marketing. Akgul et al. [4] investi-
gated influencer marketing ads on YouTube for VPNs. They found misleading claims, including
overpromises and exaggerations, that could negatively influence users’ mental model of internet
safety. Ads like these may increase users’ trust in the services’ offered privacy and lead to their
adoption [31]. Ramesh et al. [54] found that security and privacy are people’s main reasons for
adopting VPNs, while around 40% of their participants have flawed mental models of them. They
attribute aggressive and misleading VPN ad campaigns to the degradation of users’ mental models.
Binkhorst et al. [6] found that non-experts and experts alike were unsure when to use a VPN.

They partially explained this with both groups’ unclear threat models. Users adopt and abandon
VPNs for emotional and practical reasons [45], whereas university students adopt them primarily
for practical reasons [18].

2.4 Combined Tor and VPN Use: Potential Benefits and Harms
In general, non-expert Tor users employ abstractions that hide essential operational aspects of
Tor [24]. These abstractions may lead to behavior that compromises non-experts’ anonymity.

For example, Biryukov and Pustogarov [7] discussed the anonymity effects of combining Tor
with Bitcoin. Some developers endorsed Tor for Bitcoin to avoid IP address leaks. However, this
only provides limited anonymity and introduces an additional attack surface for MitM attacks.
Story et al. [62] studied the adoption of security tools and found that users with VPN and Tor
browser experience were often confused about their protection. Several of their participants stated
that the Tor browser must be used with a VPN for added security. There are several approaches
to combining Tor with a VPN. The two common ways are Tor over VPN, i.e., connecting to a
VPN before opening the Tor browser, and VPN providers’ Tor mode, where VPN servers relay
the users’ traffic into the Tor network so that users do not need to install the Tor browser. Other
niche approaches, such as using a VPN over Tor or elaborate combinations of different tunneling
technologies, exist but are not the focus of this work.
While experts doubt the general security benefits of Tor over VPN, they agree on two specific

cases where it is helpful: Circumventing censorship when access to the Tor network is blocked
while access to VPNs is not, and, to some extent, hiding Tor traffic from ISPs [56, 65, 66]. However,
Tor bridges may provide similar benefits in both cases [66].

Since VPN providers are Tor over VPN users’ first hop forever, the same concerns as with
potentially malicious Tor guard nodes apply: they are in the position for selective denial of service
attacks or statistical profiling attacks [16]. Either could aid attackers in deanonymizing Tor users
linking them to their online behavior. Hence, Tor over VPN users must trust their choice of VPN
provider completely [15, 66]. However, as prior work [33, 53, 69] has noted, statements by VPN
providers are not necessarily trustworthy and using VPN may do more harm than good.
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Measuring traffic in the Tor network in a privacy-preserving manner has been an active research
topic in the last few years, resulting in PrivCount [34] and PSC [20, 39]. Our measurement study
builds on PrivCount to quantify VPN use in the Tor network.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this case study, we investigate the phenomenon of Tor over VPN practice to learn more about the
mechanisms of security folklore. Hence, we are not only interested in the efficacy of Tor over VPN
(object) and the users who practice it (subject) but also in the “terms, conditions, and situation of the
interaction” [29] between them. Initially, we want to know if Tor over VPN practices are widespread
enough to consider them part of the culture. Then, we investigate this part of security folklore
in two ways: first, by studying users’ assumptions and beliefs about the practice, and second by
investigating informal communication about the practice. Hence, we focus on the following three
research questions:

RQ1: How widespread is the behavior of using Tor over VPN amongst Tor users?
RQ2: What are the users’ reasons for employing Tor over VPN?
RQ3: Which communication mechanisms contribute to diffusing Tor over VPN information and

behavior?

To guide our investigation of this security practice, we align our case study with the theory of
reasoned action [22]. The theory of reasoned action postulates that human behavior, while not
necessarily rational, follows basic patterns. The authors proposed this model to understand the
determinants of behavior and, in the long run, design behavioral interventions. According to the
theory, behavioral intention and actual control are strong indicators that individuals will carry out
a behavior. These intentions are based on three belief types: behavioral, normative, and control.
Behavioral beliefs are about the expected positive or negative consequences of performing a

certain behavior [22, p. 100]. The intention to perform the behavior is primarily influenced by
possible outcomes that individuals perceive as probable and vital.

Normative beliefs, in general, are the foundation for “perceived social pressure to perform a given
behavior” [22, p. 130]. Fishbein and Icek [22, p. 131] differentiate two types of norms: injunctive
norms, which concern other individuals’ or groups’ moral judgment on behavior, and descriptive
norms, which concern the perception of other individuals’ or groups’ behavior. Related Usable
Security research [12, 13] also uses the term social proof for these descriptive norms to describe
how people look to others to learn the appropriate behavior.
Control beliefs form the “perception that one has or does not have the ability to carry out the

behavior (i.e., perceived behavioral control)” [22, p. 170]. These beliefs are based on several control
factors, such as required resources, available opportunities, anticipated obstacles, and self-efficacy.

Combined, these three beliefs influence peoples’ intention to perform the behavior in question.
The last belief about self-efficacy moderates the intention to engage, i.e., people only plan to
implement a behavior when they are confident that they have the necessary abilities. These
beliefs may originate from diverse sources, e.g., formal education, prior experiences, newspapers,
TV, other Internet media, or interactions with friends and family. Other background factors like
personality and demographics can influence how people interpret and remember information about
the considered behavior. In contrast to other behavioral theories, the theory of reasoned action also
incorporates background factors that inform these behavioral, normative, and control beliefs. Since
this theory provides a unified framework for social behavior, it helps us guide our investigation
and find the determinants of the Tor over VPN practice.
Hence, we investigate the Tor over VPN phenomenon in three separate studies, each focusing

on a different aspect of the theory of reasoned action (as shown in Figure 2):
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Fig. 2. Our study methods’ alignment with the theory of reasoned action

(1) we use a privacy-preserving method to measure Tor over VPN behavior in the Tor network to
understand how widespread this practice is (see Section 4 and RQ1),

(2) we use Amazon MTurk to survey Tor over VPN users’ beliefs about the practice to understand
more about why they choose to implement this practice (see Section 5and RQ2), and

(3) we apply document analysis to online information sources covering Tor over VPN to understand
on which information users may base their beliefs (see Section 6 and RQ3).

Since we also consider discussions on social media in our document analysis, we inadvertently
also analyze user beliefs. Figure 2 illustrates this overlap between these two study parts with
brackets. The upcoming sections describe these three studies in detail, including the methods,
ethical considerations, and results.

4 MEASUREMENT OF TOR OVER VPN BEHAVIOR
To study the prevalence of VPN use in the Tor network, we set up four guard nodes to measure
the incoming traffic from detected VPN endpoints. Using this approach, we measure how human
behavior impacts the entire Tor network in real-world conditions. However, we cannot directly
conclude the number of VPN users in the Tor network from our measurement results since users
might share the same VPN endpoints.

In the remainder of this section, we describe the measurement setup, the VPN decision procedure,
counting Tor traffic data in a privacy-preserving manner, and analyzing the results.

4.1 Measurement Setup
We set up four Tor relays in a German data center. We started our measurement after the relays
received their guard flag (showing that the relays had been around at least eight days1) and reached
their bandwidth capacity. At this point, they advertised a combined total bandwidth of 1.46Gb/s.
The probability of choosing one of our guard nodes was 0.6%, which made them the ninth-largest
group of guards in the Tor network at the time, according to OrNetStats [47].
We use PrivCount [34], a system for safely measuring the Tor network, to count incoming

connections’ parameters. As Figure 3 shows, our PrivCount setup includes four data collectors
(one for each guard node), two share keepers, and one tally server. Guard nodes ran a PrivCount-
patched version of Tor, which notified the corresponding data collector of all connection events.
Since the PrivCount patch was only available for an outdated version of Tor, we ported it to a

1https://blog.torproject.org/lifecycle-new-relay
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SK 2

TS

SK 1
VPN Detection

Service

Tor

DC 1,...,4

Fig. 3. Measurement setup containing four data collectors (DC 1-4), two share keepers (SK 1-2), and one tally
server (TS). Each data collector receives events from a Tor guard node and retrieves information from a VPN
detection service.

supported version. Then, we adapted the data collectors to count the incoming connections from
VPN providers.

4.2 VPN Decision Procedure
Commercial VPN services advertise their product as a way to access blocked content [37]. In
response, content providers are interested in detecting VPN or proxy connections, which creates a
market for so-called fraud protection services. Our initial market research uncovered the following
services: proxycheck.io, IPtrooper, IPQualityScore, getipintel.net, IPHub.info, IPHunter, vpnblocker,
IP2Location, Shodan, IPWarner, and MaxMind. All of them offer an online API service. Three of
them, IPQualityScore, IP2Location, and Maxmind, also provide a privacy-preserving alternative:
downloading a regularly updated database. We pre-filtered these services using basic quality criteria:

(1) Specific responses: a service’s response must indicate if the IP address belongs to a VPN.
(2) Rate limit: services need to either support a minimum of 20,000 queries per day (i.e., the

expected daily amount of connections per guard node) or provide an option to download a
database for offline queries.

To select our VPN decision procedure, we evaluated the accuracy of the remaining services
that fulfill these two criteria. We collected a ground-truth dataset consisting of known VPN and
non-VPN addresses. For the set of known VPN IP addresses, we created accounts at four popular
VPN providers (ExpressVPN, HideMyAss, NordVPN, and PIA), connected to all VPN endpoints
accessible to us, and retrieved each endpoint’s IP address (487 in total). For the set of known
non-VPN IP addresses, we fetched a similar amount of sites from Alexa Top Sites and resolved
them to IP addresses (485 in total). We consider these commercial sites suitable for testing a VPN
decision procedure since VPN endpoints, similar to commercial sites, are commonly located in data
centers rather than residential IP ranges. We included the complete dataset in the supplemental
material.
To compare the quality of these services, we calculated Recall, Precision, and the F1 score. The

F1 score combines Recall and Precision equally and measures classifiers’ accuracy. Calculating the
precision and the F1 score requires careful consideration since they depend on the prevalence of
the underlying category (VPNs), which is what we want to measure in the first place. Therefore,
we assumed a prevalence of 0.05 for this part of the evaluation and adjusted our balanced dataset
accordingly.
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4.3 Differential Privacy
Like Jansen and Johnson [34], we decided on a 24-hour measurement period in all cases. Increased
measurement periods do not reliably improve the accuracy since the differential privacy approach
adds the corresponding amount of noise, and the set of guard users only changes slowly. Our data
collectors receive information about each connection’s byte count, circuit count, origin IP address,
and the number of concurrent connections. Using this available data, we count the incoming
connections, the amount of transferred data, and the number of circuits per connection, once for
VPNs and once for all incoming traffic.

Our connection-based measurement approach does not allow differentiating between different
users’ connection data. Instead, we establish action bounds that define the privacy that our collection
affords. We protect 24 hours of continuous use, including one new entry connection every other
hour, six new circuits per hour (the typical circuit lifetime is 10 minutes), and two preemptive
circuits. We also protect 10MiB of traffic in either direction. Since we did not know how many
counts per hour we could expect, we conducted short pilot measurements and extrapolated these
counts to 24 hours. Similar to Jansen and Johnson [34], we use the differential-privacy parameters
of 𝜖 = 0.3 and 𝛿 = 10−6 for our PrivCount deployment. We used the defined action bounds, the
expected counts, and the differential-privacy parameters to calculate the appropriate noise levels
with the noise computation script included in the PrivCount project.

4.4 Analysis
We analyze the measurement results by adjusting all the VPN traffic counts, calculating the 95%
confidence intervals, and calculating the share that VPN traffic contributes to the overall counts.

Foreman [23] describes several methods that accurately count positives with inaccurate classifiers.
One of the methods he describes is the “Adjusted Count” shown in Equation 1. This method only
requires knowing the true-positive (TPR) and false-positive rates (FPR). These are independent of
the prevalence, so we derived them using our measurements from Table 1.

𝑎𝑑 𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 =
𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 − 𝐹𝑃𝑅 ∗ 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑇𝑃𝑅 − 𝐹𝑃𝑅
(1)

Using this method, we adjust all measurements of VPN traffic before analyzing them further. We
report both the observed and the adjusted measurements.
PrivCount adds noise to all counter values. This noise has a normal distribution, with a mean

of zero and a pre-calculated standard deviation (see Section 2.3 in Jansen and Johnson [34]). We
compute the 95% confidence interval to report the uncertainty that the added noise introduces.
When we calculated the VPN traffic’s share of the overall counts, we used interval calculus

operations to calculate the resulting intervals. These operations increase the range of the 95%
confidence intervals for these measurements.

To ensure replicability and facilitate research cooperation, we will publish the scripts we used to
evaluate the VPN detection services, the PrivCount-patched Tor version, our modified PrivCount
project, and the evaluation scripts on Github.

We present the results of our measurement study in three parts: (a) the evaluation results of the
VPN detection services in Section 4.6, (b) a comparison of VPN and non-VPN traffic patterns to
check for systemic biases in Section 4.7, and (c) the measurement of the prevalence of VPN use in
the Tor network in Section 4.8.
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4.5 Ethical Considerations and Limitations
Before collecting data, we submitted a description of our motivation and methodology to the Tor
Research Safety Board (TRSB). We adapted our method according to the feedback we received.
Furthermore, our institution’s ethical research board (ERB) approved this study.
In this measurement study, we face two ethical challenges: (1) Participants could not consent

to the data collection since Tor clients choose guard nodes randomly (weighted by bandwidth).
To mitigate this lack of information, the domain name of the Tor relays indicated their use for
research purposes. In the Tor browser, clicking the lock icon in the address bar shows the currently
used Tor circuit and addresses of the individual Tor nodes. Accessing the Tor node address with
a web browser led to a website that explained the purpose of our research and how users could
opt out of participation. However, since we did not log access to this website and had no feasible
option to measure how many users opted out, we can not say how this affected the validity of
our measurement. (2) The measurement procedure handled sensitive data, namely the IP address
and access time of connecting users. The measurement setup did not store these data points but
discarded them after increasing the corresponding counters. After careful evaluation, we checked
for VPNs with a local version of IP2Location’s database. Hence, the users’ IP addresses did not leave
the guard node. To ensure our criteria for handling sensitive data, we only used Tor nodes under
our control and did not collaborate with other established Tor guard families. We did not retain or
share users’ IP addresses and time of connection at any point. Neither the Tor daemon nor any
other service logged the incoming connections on these Tor relays. Similar to prior work [34], we
employed differential privacy to protect the data of individual users. Attackers cannot tie data that
leaves the Tor measurement nodes to specific users as long as their traffic stays in our protected
action bounds. The main risk associated with our data collection is an inference attack on the
behavior of specific users of our Tor nodes. Our differential privacy approach mitigates this risk in
case the users remain inside our defined action bounds.
All of our measurement nodes were located in Germany. If a relevant number of Tor users

opted out of using Tor nodes in Germany, this may have impacted our sample’s quality. However,
Germany is the most common location for Tor nodes, with around a fifth of all Tor nodes, and the
data center we used is the second most popular data center for Tor nodes. Hence, opting out of
Tor nodes from the data center we used or Germany as a country would result in significantly
fewer available Tor nodes, impacting the overall user experience. User behavior changes over time,
and current events affect them. Hence, repeating the measurement of VPN use in the Tor network
may yield different results. While we can measure behavior, the measurement data does not tell us
about users’ reasons for their behavior. Hence, we conduct a user survey and a document analysis
to complement the measurement results (see Section 5).

4.6 Evaluation of VPN Detection Services
Our market research of existing VPN detection services resulted in five different candidates. We
evaluated them with known VPN and non-VPN addresses as described in Section 4.2. We calculated
recall, precision, and the F1 score for each service. We assumed a prevalence of 0.05 for the
calculation of the latter two. Table 1 shows the results of this evaluation.

The low precision of most services in the list at a low prevalence would overestimate the amount
of VPN traffic in our measurement. Only Shodan and IP2Location provide suitable precision.
However, since Shodan relies on manually labeled datasets, the recall is very low. Even though we
prioritize these services’ precision, we also look at the F1 score, which combines recall and precision.
IP2Location’s service achieves our dataset’s best F1 score (0.87). Therefore, we used the IP2Location
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Table 1. Evaluation of selected VPN detection services

PC IPQS Shodan MM IP2L

True Positive 456 474 106 482 404
False Negative 31 13 381 5 83
True Negative 353 94 485 306 483
False Positive 132 391 0 179 2

Recall 0.94 0.97 0.22 0.99 0.83
Precision* 0.15 0.06 1.00 0.12 0.91
F1* 0.26 0.11 0.36 0.22 0.87

* Assumes a VPN prevalence of 0.05
VPN detection services: Proxycheck (PC), IPQual-
ityScore (IPQS), Shodan, Maxmind (MM), and
IP2Location (IP2L)

database, which our measurement setup downloaded every time before starting a measurement.
We improved its count accuracy with the adjustment method described by Foreman [23].

4.7 Validating (Non-)VPN Traffic Classification
We compared the VPN and non-VPN traffic in our measurement period to further validate our VPN
classification procedure. We expect that VPN users’ traffic follows the same patterns as non-VPN
users’ traffic. Significant differences in traffic patterns suggest a systemic bias in our classification
procedure.
We collected the following information for each connection: lifetime, amount of circuits, con-

current connections, and the number of transferred bytes. The cumulative histograms in Figure 4
highlight the similarities and differences in these data points between the VPN users (solid blue
lines) and non-VPN users (dashed red lines). Since the base rate of both groups differed in our
dataset, we scaled the results along the y-axis for easier comparison. Subfigures (a), (c), and (d)
in Figure 4 show similar VPN and non-VPN traffic in our measurement period. Increasing our
confidence that the classification does not introduce major systematic bias.
Subfigure (b), a cumulative histogram of the connections’ lifetime, is the only one that shows

some differences. While the number of VPN connections monotonously decreases with increasing
lifetime, the non-VPN connections’ lifetime shows two spikes. The first spike is between 0 and 3
minutes, which is interesting since Tor should keep connections open for at least 3 minutes, even
in cases without activity [17]. The second spike appears at five minutes. We have no conclusive
explanation for these differences in connection lifetime between VPN and non-VPN traffic. Another
interesting detail is that, for both VPN and non-VPN traffic, many connections only have one circuit.
However, according to the Tor path specification [17], Tor clients aim to maintain two pre-built
circuits for each recently seen port.

4.8 Measured Tor over VPN Prevalence
Using our setup, we measured three data types: the number of connections, circuits, and transferred
data. We separate these data types into two bins, the total amount and the amount coming from
detected VPN endpoints. Table 2 shows an overview of these measurement results. Next to each
reported measurement, we added the 95% confidence interval in brackets. We report the adjusted
counts [23] as well as the observed counts. Additionally, we calculate the ratio of VPN counts to
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Fig. 4. Cumulative step histograms that compare VPN (solid blue line) and non-VPN (dashed red line)
connections

Table 2. PrivCount measurement results for connections, transferred data, and circuits before and after adjusting
the counts.

Connections (in thousands) Transferred Data (GiB) Circuits (in thousands)

Total 10 186.9 [9 662.4, 10 711.4] 3 039.3 [2 984.7, 3 094.0] 42 952.5 [42 092.1, 43 812.8]

Count VPN
observed 565.6 [546.8, 5 843.9] 177.7 [174.6, 180.9] 2 533.4 [2 501.7, 2 565.2]
adjusted 634.3 [615.5, 653.1] 200.2 [197.0, 203.3] 2 854.6 [2 822.8, 2 886.3]

Percentage VPN
observed 5.55 [5.10, 6.05] 5.85 [5.64, 6.06] 5.90 [5.71, 6.09]
adjusted 6.23 [5.75, 6.76] 6.59 [6.37, 6.81] 6.65 [6.44, 6.86]

Note: The brackets next to each result include the 95% confidence interval.

total counts for all measurement variables. We used interval calculus operations to determine the
resulting intervals for the calculated shares.
As Table 2 shows, our family of four guard nodes handled over 10 million connections, 3 TiB

of data, and 43 million circuits in the 24-hour-long measurement period. A total of 6.23% of the
connections, 6.59% of the transferred data, and 6.65% of the circuits originate from VPNs. The
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95% confidence interval is < 1% in all three cases. These traffic measurements include all different
ways of using a VPN to access the Tor network, i.e., regular Tor Browser users and users of
VPN providers’ Tor mode as described in Section 2. These results confirm that the practice of
accessing the Tor network via a VPN provider is comparatively widespread, considering its doubtful
benefits [56, 65, 66].

5 SURVEY OF USERS’ TOR OVER VPN INTENTIONS AND BELIEFS
In the context of the theory of reasoned action (see Figure 2), our measurement approach shed light
on Tor users’ behavior but did not help us understand their intentions, beliefs, or the background
factors that led to them. For example, users may always use a VPN or explicitly apply Tor over VPN
as a security practice regardless of context. Hence, we continue our investigation with a survey to
understand Tor users’ intentions and initial beliefs behind the behavior.

To investigate, we initially searched for prior work that provides insights into VPN usage patterns.
According to the Global VPN Usage Report 2020 [64], 31% of internet users have used a VPN in the
month before the survey. Of these VPN users, 36% reported using a VPN on a (nearly) daily basis.
The report does not provide details on general VPN use that does not consider situation-specific
context.However, the report states that accessing the Tor Browser is a reason for VPN use for 14% of
VPN users. While this does not explain how much of our measurement results can be explained by
these users, it confirms Story et al.’s [62] observation that some users intentionally apply ‘Tor over
VPN.’ We conducted an online survey to help us interpret our measurement results and understand
users’ reasons for combining Tor with VPNs.

5.1 Method
We recruited 𝑁 = 119 participants on Amazon MTurk. To learn more about Tor over VPN behavior
and perceptions, we focused our recruitment on participants who had used both the Tor Browser
and VPNs but not necessarily in combination. This results in a narrower sample than the previous
measurement study, where we sampled real-world Tor users corresponding to our measurement
nodes’ bandwidth ratio.
We wanted to recruit participants with VPN and the Tor Browser experience. Only around

one-third of Internet users seem to use VPNs at least occasionally [64] and definitive numbers for
the prevalence of Tor Browser use are hard to find. Consequently, we were concerned about how
many participants with that experience we would be able to recruit. As Kang et al. [35] showed,
MTurk workers are more privacy-conscious than the U.S. public. Hence, we chose it for this survey
because we hoped to reach our targeted population better on MTurk. However, as Tang et al. [63]
showed after we conducted the survey, the same is true for Prolific. Since they also found that
samples from Prolific or CloudResearch offer increased data quality, we would use one of them for
future work on the Tor over VPN phenomenon.
The supplemental material contains the complete questionnaire. We asked if the participants

used a VPN, whether they accessed VPNs for specific purposes or regardless of context, and whether
they preferred using a VPN to access the Tor network or not. For the latter two questions, we
included open-ended questions asking participants to explain their preferences.
We evaluated the open-ended questions using thematic analysis [9]. One author performed

an open-coding step on all responses to construct one codebook per question. The supplemental
material contains all resulting codebooks. Another author used these codebooks to code the
responses independently. During the coding process, both authors noted potential themes in the
data. The initial inter-coder agreement Krippendorff’s alpha was 𝛼 = .59 and 𝛼 = .64 for the first
and second questions, respectively. Both authors met and discussed conflicts while updating the
codebooks as necessary. The discussion increased the inter-coder agreement Krippendorff’s alpha
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Table 3. Cross-tabulation of the participants’ pre-
ferred way of accessing the Tor network and their
VPN usage pattern.

Tor Access Preference

VP
N
us
ag
e VPN no pref. no VPN

∑
Specific 42 3 9 54
Usually 18 2 1 21∑

60 5 10 75

to 𝛼 = .89 and 𝛼 = .94. Finally, both authors discussed their notes and identified themes in the data.
We present these themes in Section 5.4.

We required that participating workers maintain an approval rate of at least 95% for their past
MTurk tasks. We received data from 190 MTurk workers. They spent an average of 3 minutes and
52 seconds on the survey, and we compensated all of them with USD 0.62. We excluded data from
workers that have not used Tor (31) or failed the attention check question (40), resulting in a final
dataset with responses from 119 participants. The median age of the included participants was 30
(𝑠𝑡𝑑 = 7.95). Overall, 27 (23%) women and 92 (77%) men participated. No participant selected one of
the remaining response options, i.e., ‘non-binary,’ ‘I prefer not to say,’ or ‘I prefer to self-describe.’

5.2 Ethical Considerations and Limitations
For our belief survey, we informed all participants about the study purpose and data handling
practices on the first page of our survey. We compensated all survey participants and did not ask
questions about their use case for the Tor browser. Per Amazon MTurk’s guidelines, we did not
collect any personally identifiable data. Our institution’s ethical research board (ERB) approved
this study.

Tor users prefer to stay anonymous. Recruiting Tor over VPN users for a survey that questions
them about their observed behavior on the Tor network is ethically and technically challenging. For
our survey on Tor over VPN beliefs, we recruit users on Amazon MTurk who self-report experience
with Tor as well as VPNs.

5.3 (Un)intentional Use of Tor over VPN
Seventy-five (63%) of the 119 recruited Tor users had a VPN client installed on one of their devices.
Table 3 shows these 75 participants preferred way of accessing the Tor network and VPN usage
pattern. Sixty participants preferred to access the Tor network using a VPN. Of these, 42 (70%)
reported using a VPN for specific situations, and 18 (30%) reported using a VPN regardless of
context.

Fundamentally, there are two types of Tor over VPN users: (1) those who use a VPN regardless
of context and happen to use Tor at the moment, and (2) those who specifically connect to a VPN
before accessing the Tor network. Our survey results suggest that the latter type of intentional
user is responsible for most of the VPN traffic in the Tor network.

5.4 Tor over VPN as a Security Practice
Most participants who used a VPN regardless of context, reported doing so for the general benefit
of added security. They expected an extra layer of protection to guard their privacy online, with
some stating that their VPN software provided them with a more secure experience. Participants
connecting to VPN only occasionally named more diverse motivations for doing so: The most
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prominent reason was to bypass geo-blocking or otherwise hide their location from a service.
Participants also used VPNs to hide other personally identifiable information (PII), such as IP
addresses, from services. Others used VPN in untrusted networks, such as public WiFi, or due
to work requirements. Finally, several participants explained that they connect to a VPN to hide
specific activities from observers, most notably their internet provider. These include legal gray
areas such as filesharing or torrenting. Three participants, who reported using VPNs for legal gray
areas, explicitly named accessing the Tor network as a reason to connect to a VPN. Users seem to
associate Tor with activities they would rather hide from internet providers and other observers.
We attributed users’ reasons for combining Tor and VPN to behavioral, normative, or control

beliefs. When participants mentioned concrete threat models or protection mechanisms, we treated
them as behavioral beliefs. When trust issues and others’ recommendations were prime concerns,
we treated them as normative beliefs. When participants focused on the action itself, i.e., that it is
one more thing they could do or how it made them feel, we classified this as a control belief.

Behavioral Beliefs. When investigating users’ Tor access preferences (with or without a VPN),
we found eleven participants who used a VPN to protect themselves from threats they identified
within the Tor network. Some knew that guard nodes could collect their IP address and used a
VPN to conceal this information. Participants associated the Tor network with unlawful activities,
expected to find “unsavory characters” (P102), or suspected a trap by governmental agency: “I have
read some places that Tor was set up by the FBI.” (P95). Therefore, they employed extra protective
measures to preserve their privacy. Other participants stated that, due to the open nature of the
Tor network, i.e., everyone can contribute to the open-source project and run Tor nodes, malicious
actors could easily infiltrate the Tor network and collect information about its users. Similarly, P37
pointed to past incidents affecting the Tor network to explain their distrust: “There was a problem
they did not know about, and the user’s information may have been shared by someone else.” Finally,
some participants named uncertainty about the legality of Tor usage (in their country) as a reason
to use a VPN before connecting to the guard node, hoping to evade prosecution. However, no
participants brought up Tor bridges (in this context and throughout our study).

Normative Beliefs. Aside from the motivations mentioned above, we found that most participants,
who preferred using a VPN when accessing Tor, referred to general security benefits as their main
reason. These findings suggest that participants trust their VPN provider more than the Tor network.
This difference in trust, even if rooted in wrong assumptions, can be hard to overcome. One possible
explanation may be that users actively choose their VPN provider, while Tor randomly assigns
guard nodes by default. Therefore, the observed trust might be related to choice-supportive bias,
as described by Mather and Johnson [40]. Humans tend to attribute significantly more positive
features to options they consciously chose and justify past decisions to themselves by perceiving
their choice as superior to other options. Finally, a few participants explained that they adopted
the practice of combining a VPN with Tor after getting recommendations from friends or other
trusted sources. P74 disclosed: “After conducting some research before starting to use it, I found it
improves your privacy and security by using a VPN to access Tor.”

Control Beliefs. Participants often displayed a linear additive perception of security, where more
measures equal improved security. P73 stated: “If I’m trying to be private about what I’m doing I might
as well set up as many safeguards as I can.” This assumption might hold poorly when combining
Tor with a VPN, as we examined in Section 2. Other participants explained that combining these
two technologies made them feel more secure. If such a perception does not coincide with actual
security guarantees, users might take increased risks while navigating the web [60].
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To summarize, we found that some (11) participants had concrete threat models for using Tor
over VPN, such as surveillance by their internet provider or guard nodes, legal uncertainty, or
mistrust in the Tor network. However, other participants employed Tor over VPN because they
believed in linear additive security (i.e., the more, the better), followed others’ recommendations,
or simply because they felt more secure that way.

6 ANALYZING TOR OVER VPN INFORMATION SOURCES
In the previous Section, we surveyed users’ beliefs about the Tor over VPN practice. According to
the theory of reasoned action, several background factors influence these beliefs. An important
factor, especially for security and privacy-motivated users, is the available information on the topic.
Thus, analyzing available information about Tor over VPN may allow us to understand how it
affects users’ beliefs.
According to Redmiles et al. [57], users often learn about security behavior from news articles

(online, print, and TV), online forums, fictional narratives, digital service providers, and advertise-
ments. Hence, we focused on these sources for our document analysis of available Tor over VPN
information.

6.1 Method
We used a keyword search to acquire an initial corpus of documents, filtered search results to end
up with topic-relevant corpus entries, and then analyzed their content.

Creating an initial corpus. After an initial discussion, we acquired documents from online news-
papers, VPN service providers, and social media, i.e., Twitter, Reddit, and Stack Exchange. For
newspapers, we focused on the 16 most-read online newspapers in the U.S. and Germany [46] since
all involved researchers understand them well. We investigated the 20 most popular providers [44].
Since the market for VPN services is highly concentrated [37], these providers likely cover a
significant portion of users.
We employed the keywords “Tor VPN” and “Onion VPN” to find relevant content. We used a

site-specific Google search query (e.g., “site:mullvad.net Tor VPN”) to find relevant newspaper
articles and service provider sites. We used the built-in search feature on Reddit and Stack Exchange.
For the online newspapers and VPN providers, we included all results on the first Google result
page in the sample. For Reddit and Stack Exchange, we sampled the first 200 results for each search
query. For Twitter, we used Atlas.ti’s built-in Twitter import feature, which limits data collection to
the previous seven days. This procedure resulted in an initial corpus of 1015 entries, consisting
of 249 newspaper articles, 82 VPN provider sites, 257 threads on Reddit, 310 threads on Stack
Exchange, and 117 tweets.

Filtering relevant information sources. The entries in the initial corpus contained material where
the terms Tor and VPN just happen to coincide in the same document. However, we were only
interested in entries that cover the practice of combining Tor with VPN. Hence, we inspected and
filtered all search results. Two researchers independently classified the first 110 corpus entries (i.e.,
10.8%), comprising 82 VPN providers pages and 28 threads on Stack Exchange. They made the
identical exclusion decision in 92.7% of the cases, corresponding to a Krippendorff’s alpha of 𝛼 = .87.
Since both researchers agreed on how to apply the exclusion criteria, one of them applied the criteria
to the rest of the corpus. This filtering operation resulted in a corpus of 389 entries, consisting of 42
newspaper articles, 47 VPN provider sites, 110 threads on Reddit, 133 threads on Stack Exchange,
and 57 tweets. Some entries were ambiguous and allowed for different interpretations, e.g., it was
unclear if the article authors recommended using Tor and VPNs separately for different use cases
or the two in combination. Both researchers discussed the issue and decided that the readers’
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potential perception is more relevant than the authors’ intentions for our analysis. Thus, the corpus
should include these ambiguous cases. During the filtering process, the researchers kept notes
on interesting observations and analytic thoughts, which they used as a starting point for the
qualitative analysis.

Qualitative analysis. We combined deductive and inductive approaches to code the corpus entries.
Because of our previous study part and our alignment with the theory of reasoned action, we
deductively focused on information that may appeal to consumers’ behavioral, normative, and
control beliefs. Hence, explanations about the supposed effects of combining Tor over VPN that
include threat models would align with behavioral beliefs, statements about who is or should use
Tor over VPN contribute to normative beliefs, and justifications about the ease of use align with
control beliefs. However, we also applied inductive open coding to other types of information, e.g.,
conceptions of technology, whenwe found them relevant to the analysis of the Tor over VPN practice.
As Ortloff et al. [48] recommend for qualitative research in security, we describe the involved
researchers’ level of expertise: Two early-career researchers conducted this qualitative analysis of
information sources. Both hold a Master’s degree in computer science, have a strong background
in security, and prior published research focusing on qualitative analysis. The two researchers
started by cooperatively coding 48 documents, twelve each from VPN provider pages, newspaper
articles, Reddit posts, and Stack Exchange questions, introducing codes as necessary. Afterward,
they discussed the initial codebook and used categories to structure it. Using this initial codebook,
both researchers independently coded the rest of the documents in three sessions, comprising 48,
50, and 188 documents, respectively. Both researchers kept notes about general observations and
annotated quotes when they implied new codes or concepts. After each session, they discussed
and resolved disagreements, adapting the codebook as necessary. In order to identify relevant
areas and topics for discussion, the researchers calculated inter-coder agreement after each step,
both across document groups and code categories [42]. The resulting inter-coder agreement values
aided in adapting the coding process, if necessary. Most disagreements arose because the semantic
meaning of the assigned codes was quite close or because the underlying data was ambiguous and
allowed different interpretations by readers, including consumers seeking information. In the first
individual coding session, we assigned codes to entire documents, which resulted in low inter-coder
agreement values for detailed discussion threads on Stack Exchange and Reddit. Therefore, one
researcher segmented these documents before the second and third individual coding sessions. In
the second individual coding session, we found almost no new concepts, suggesting we had reached
data saturation with our chosen information sources. Thus, we coded the rest of the documents
in the third individual coding session. Since both researchers coded the entire corpus and agreed
on the established concepts through discussion, it was optional to calculate an overall inter-coder
agreement value [42]. Finally, the researchers discussed how the analyzed data answers the research
questions and how to structure and present the findings. The supplemental material contains the
final codebook and the complete filtered corpus.

6.2 Ethical Considerations and Limitations
For our document analysis, we collected and analyzed users’ comments on Reddit, Stack Exchange,
and Twitter. We considered it infeasible to collect informed consent from all of them and filter the
research data accordingly. In line with Gilbert et al. [27] recommendations, we try to adhere to the
context-dependent norms and platform affordances of Twitter, Reddit, and StackExchange: We did
not collect or use any limited-visibility communication and did not try to predict any identities from
collected site data. On the contrary, we protect site users (except for well-known public figures) by
not analyzing, reporting, or quoting any information that could potentially identify them – which
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is in line with the recommendations by Fiesler and Proferes [21] on research with Twitter data.
Our institution’s ethical research board (ERB) approved this study.
Our document analysis considers document types ranging from newspapers to social media

channels. However, information consumption behaviors vary among demographic groups, leading
to different discussions and presented information. Hence, including further information sources
may lead to different analysis outcomes.

6.3 How Tor over VPN Information Sources Affect Beliefs
Overview of the filtered corpus. We begin with an overview of the characteristics of data in our

filtered corpus to provide context for our document analysis. Our corpus spans the period from
2010 to 2022. Renowned newspapers, e.g., The New York Times, The Washington Post, or NPR,
write about Tor and VPNs in the context of current events. For example, ongoing censorship in
Russia during the war in Ukraine, access to abortion care in the U.S. following the Roe v. Wade
repeal, or the 2017 repeal of F.C.C. rules that limit internet providers from selling customers’ online
information. Some of these newspaper articles contain recommendations from security experts
and describe the security behavior of people affected by these current events. Less renowned news
venues, such as Fox News or the German Bild, mainly mentioned Tor and VPNs in listicles of
generic security tips or VPN-provider-sponsored articles. Almost all VPN providers in our list had
blogs, wikis, or Q&A platforms explaining the difference between Tor and VPN, discussing the
use of Tor over VPN, advertising their VPN servers’ Tor feature, or instructing readers how to
use a VPN to access the dark net. On Twitter, we could search for tweets in the last seven days.
Consequently, we found Tor and VPN mentioned in the context of current events, in our case (July
2022), mainly the Roe v. Wade repeal and safe access to abortion health care. Tweets are limited to
280 characters, so many contained only instructions or a short list of recommended security and
privacy tools. On Reddit and Stack Exchange, we discovered threads that discuss combining Tor and
VPNs in various communities. On Stack Exchange, most threads were in security, privacy, or system-
administration-specific communities, but we also found discussions in cryptocurrency, fictional
writing, and law-focused communities. All communities that we identified on Stack Exchange
were also active on Reddit. However, we also found active discussions in communities related
to online drug shopping, piracy, and conspiracy theories. We also found discussions about Tor
and VPN use in location-specific, political, or religion-affiliated communities in the context of
current events, such as protests or ongoing repression. On Reddit, we found some instances of
(former) members of oppressive social communities discussing recommended safety and security
precautions for leaving the community. We reference quotes from our documents in the format
“<Venue><Document-ID>:<Quote-ID>” to convey the general source to readers while enabling us
to trace the quote’s origin in our corpus.

Behavioral beliefs. Behavioral beliefs are about the negative or positive consequences users
might experience when following a specific behavior [22]. Information that informs these beliefs
about Tor over VPN needs to cover the potential effects of the practice. Assessing the quality of
security measures relies on threat models, i.e., a specific potential threat that a measure mitigates.
Most documents in our corpus, especially news articles, and Twitter, contained only implicit,
vague, or all-encompassing threat models, e.g., “[w]hen you surf the internet, everyone is watching”
(News986:1).

VPN providers focused on the supposed dangers of Tor (“There’s a chance that your computer may
be used as an end-relay for illegal activity. ” (VPN43:4)) and hiding activities from internet providers
and the government. They often warned about the threat of untrustworthy VPNs (not themselves).
VPN providers’ articles also contradict other VPN providers or even their own statements about
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the effects of Tor over VPN. These contradictions usually depended on the effects of Tor over VPN
and VPN over Tor they discussed. Sometimes they just blended the effects of both approaches into
one. Unsurprisingly, most VPN providers who covered the topic recommended using a VPN to
access the Tor network and advertised their VPN servers’ Tor feature if available. Discussions about
the effects of Tor over VPN were far more polarizing on Reddit and Stack Exchange. The range of
opinions covered: absolutely necessary, beneficial, useless but harmless, and outright dangerous.
On the more Tor-specific Reddit and Stack Exchange communities, the most common repeated
answer to these discussions was that “[t]he need for one, or both, depends on the user threat model”
(Reddit724:8) and is not needed for most users. However, they usually do not explicitly discuss
which personal threat models warrant using Tor over VPN. While some threat models are relevant
for all internet users, e.g., credential stuffing with leaked password data or malware attacks on
users’ outdated software, many threats do not affect internet users equally. Tor over VPN as a
security practice appears to belong in the latter category. In general, interested readers looking for
an authoritative answer to the question of what effect Tor over VPN has need to read discussions
and choose an answer they like.

Normative beliefs. Injunctive normative beliefs concern others’ assumed approval or disapproval
of certain behaviors, which creates a social influence on behavior [22]. Descriptive normative
beliefs concern peoples’ perceptions of typically performed behavior based on observations. Related
security research refers to this behavior as social proof [11–13]. Our analysis focused on these
descriptive norms, i.e., what users would find in information sources when they look for social proof
about the appropriate use of Tor. In many online discussions and fewer news articles, we found
examples of people who combined Tor and VPNs and whom readers may perceive as experts. Their
expertise expressed itself in often detailed technical questions that did not question the usefulness
of Tor over VPN. Our teaser image in Figure 1 of a scene in the popular TV series Money Heist is a
similar situation: Rio, a bona fide hacker, explains to the Professor that he accesses the dark net with
a VPN and the Tor Browser. People who consume TV series may build up para-social relationships
with the characters in them [28]. Hence, a scene like that, while not an explicit form of security
advice, can create a perceived norm for people looking for social proof. Some news articles and
VPN provider sites also expressed these perceived norms directly: For example, that people who are
“very serious about browsing anonymity” (VPN43:2) or “super security-focused” (News913:2) can use
Tor over VPN, and that Tor “is popular among computer-savvy circles” (News913:2). Consequently,
some discussion participants assumed that using Tor over VPN is already a general practice, e.g.,
“Pretty sure most Tor users do [use both at the same time]” (Reddit708:6) or that using Tor by itself
goes against best practice.

Perceived norms also manifest as jokes and memes about layering multiple security mechanisms
on top of each other, e.g., “OP is behind 3 VPNs, 2 reddit acounts [sic], a proxy, and also using TOR.”
(Reddit708:2) or “We can’t find him! He’s using 7 proxies in incognito mode!!” (Reddit661:2). These
comments seem to refer to the “Good Luck, I’m Behind 7 Proxies” meme, shown in Figure 5, which
originated as a sarcastic retort on 4chan in 2007 [43].

While we sometimes had the impression that these references were sarcastic, discussion partici-
pants seemed to take them seriously more often than not, illustrated by this comment on Reddit:
“Seems the safest path is You -> Tor -> VPN -> Tor -> website.” (Reddit661:9); or an answer on Stack
Exchange discussing the following setup: “You –> VPN Provider (Probably listening by NSA) –> Tor
–> Proxy (Any free proxy) –> VPN Provider(Another one listening by NSA) –> Tor –> Proxy (Any free
proxy) –> Target” (SE96:4).
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Fig. 5. The “Good Luck, I’m Behind 7 Proxies” meme, a sarcastic catchphrase that originated on 4chan in
2007 [43]

Appeals to authority on the subject also influence perceived norms. Discussion participants
on Reddit and Stack Exchange regularly point to Tor- or Tails2-affiliated sites to strengthen their
arguments. To a similar effect, news articles also include quotes and recommendations from
renowned security experts. Other factors also establish a norm of combining Tor and VPNs. People
often recommend using Tor over VPN without justifying it any further or explaining its effects:
“Tor + VPN is a good combo” (Reddit708:5). Several VPN providers officially support Tor so that
customers do not require the Tor Browser to access onion links, which lends credibility to the idea
of combining Tor with a VPN. Thus, we found several indicators that information sources influence
normative beliefs and offer social proof for using Tor over VPN.

Control beliefs. Control beliefs focus on personal and environmental aspects that support or
hinder behavior [22]. Consequently, these beliefs impact people’s perceived self-efficacy. Our corpus
contained little information that could affect people’s self-efficacy. We found specific step-by-step
instructions on combining Tor and VPNs to achieve a particular goal, such as accessing the dark web
safely or buying drugs online. These instructions usually did not explain the purpose or security
of that practice. Achieving the primary goal is the only relevant aspect of the instructions. Other
sources emphasize that using Tor over VPN or even the VPN-supported Tor feature is easy. That
so few information sources cover these aspects could mean that VPNs and the Tor Browser are
already easy to use or that the target demographic already has a high level of self-efficacy.

Misinterpretation of security advice involving Tor and VPNs. During the filtering process, we
unexpectedly found that some sources contain ambiguous information on the combination of Tor
and VPN, allowing for misinterpretation. Misinterpreting information sources may also impact
users’ normative beliefs about recommended practices. We included these ambiguous information
sources in our corpus and labeled themwith separate codes.We found two types of these information
sources: First, we found lists of recommended security practices. While they do not directly
recommend a combination of Tor and VPNs, these lists usually imply that users can combine
all recommendations on that list and that each security advice provides additional security. We
found these types of lists in news articles and social media posts. Second, we found ambiguous
phrasing that may imply a combination of Tor and VPN, even when the author may have meant
a separate use of these technologies. For example, a news article mentioned that internet users
could use “security tools like VPNs and Tor browser to bypass censorship” (News970:1) and a Reddit

2Tails is a security-focused Linux distribution. It routes all data traffic through the Tor network.
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user advised others to “learn to how to use a VPN and Tor” (Reddit435:2). This issue also affects
statements from established security experts in well-known newspapers such as The New York
Times, which said that “many Russians were skilled at using it [Tor] and VPNs [for evading censorship]”
(News932:2). Journalists often look for short quotes from outside sources, making it difficult for
experts to convey detailed information and recommendations. We found an example that illustrates
how users misinterpret ambiguous information sources: In tweet Twitter1000:8, someone responded
to the U.S. politician Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, who disseminated a summarized version of EFF’s
digital safety tips for people seeking an abortion and providers of abortion support. The original
message recommended “steps like using a VPN, throwaway email addresses, private browsers” and
the commentator chimed in to say “Yeah people get a tor and vpn and use duck duck go”.

Misconceptions of the technology behind Tor and VPNs. User perception of the technology behind
Tor and VPN may impact users’ behavioral beliefs about Tor over VPN. Some people in online
discussions saw the Tor browser as just one possible choice of privacy-preserving browser, listing
it at the same level as Brave and the DuckDuckGo Privacy Browser, e.g., the Twitter user who
recommended to “Get a VPN, download tor or DuckDuckGo [Privacy Browser]” (Twitter1000:33). For
users who think of the Tor browser as just a browser with some extra features, it may seem intuitive
that a VPN is required to protect the traffic. A group of people views Tor as just a particular type of
VPN, applying the same threat models to both. They may have been familiar with VPNs before
learning about Tor and inadvertently transferred their conception from one technology to another.
Story et al. [62] found that experience with VPNs and the Tor browser is associated with confusion
about these tools’ protection. Lastly, we also identified many arguments centering around the
concept of layering security mechanisms, where discussion participants implicitly applied the Swiss
cheese model [55] to minimize risks. While this is not a misconception, it is a specific conception
of security tools related to users’ control beliefs. Applying this concept of “cumulative act effect”
too broadly may lead to the conclusion that it is always helpful to add additional security tools.

7 DISCUSSION
7.1 Users Practice Tor over VPN with the Intention to Improve their General Security

and Anonymity
We measured that 6.23% of connections to the Tor network originate from VPNs (see Section 4),
corresponding to an estimated 140,000 daily users3 at the time of writing. As our survey (see
Section 5) indicates, most do not accidentally practice Tor over VPN. They intend to improve the
security and start their VPN client specifically for their Tor session. They believe it increases their
general security and protects them from unspecified dangers on the Tor network. Our document
analysis of background sources (see Section 6) suggests that this can be explained by VPN providers
who overemphasize or misrepresent the potential dangers of Tor in order to promote their products.
We also found many recommendations to use Tor over VPN without describing the practice’s
purpose and effects, which explains why users expect general security benefits. This belief in
security benefits is an issue since users expect more security and anonymity when not warranted.
In the case of risk compensation behavior [60], this may result in net-negative security. Additionally,
users have a limited compliance budget [5] for security practices. Hence, security practices with
inconclusive benefits should be replaced by ones that provide general security benefits, such as
using a password manager to create secure passwords or making backups to mitigate data loss.

3https://metrics.torproject.org/userstats-relay-country.html
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7.2 Security Folklore Appears to Spread through Normative Beliefs
Results from our user survey (in Section 5) and document analysis (in Section 6) suggest that
normative beliefs based on social proof contribute most to spreading security folklore. While we
could find detailed discussions on the purpose and effects of Tor over VPN (behavioral beliefs)
in expert communities on Reddit and Stack Exchange, we rarely found them in other places.
These discussions included contradicting opinions and often had no clear outcome. However, VPN
providers’ websites gave some suggestions on Tor over VPN’s purpose, i.e., hiding Tor use from
internet providers and protecting from the supposed dangers of Tor, which also came up again in
the expert discussions on Reddit and Stack Exchange as well as our survey on users’ intentions and
beliefs.
In contrast, we found evidence for normative beliefs and quotes that provide social proof in all

types of documents. Quotes that support normative beliefs come without threat models and descrip-
tions of consequences, focusing instead on the people that implement the practice. Discussions that
assume Tor over VPN is a general practice, news articles that say that “security-focused users” im-
plement it, and pop-culture media mentions of the practice all contribute to establishing perceived
norms of security practice. Even the security community is guilty of doing this: “Use Signal, use
Tor” is a really common but criticized form of security advice without specific threat models. Even
Edward Snowden tweeting the advice in 2016 [19] has firmly established it as a perceived norm.
Today, memes, stickers, and t-shirts include this security advice. Hassoun et al. [32] found that
Gen Zers’ informational and social needs are inseparably entangled, using information to orient
themselves socially and define their emerging identities. A similar entanglement of informational
and social needs could explain some of our results on normative beliefs.
Hence, we argue that normative beliefs contribute to the spread of security folklore for social

reasons when people look to others to decide which behavior is appropriately secure. Of course,
this works better when recommended practices are easy to implement, i.e., when self-efficacy is
not an issue (control beliefs). Lastly, the role of normative beliefs in spreading this Tor over VPN
use is also underlined by the fact that most participants in the survey expected general security
benefits, i.e., they did not associate any behavioral beliefs with the practice.

In Section 3, we described two types of normative beliefs: injunctive norms that focus on others’
potential judgment of one’s behavior and descriptive norms that stem from observing others’
behavior. In general, injunctive norms have more influence than descriptive norms regarding
actually swaying behaviors. While injunctive and descriptive normative beliefs likely play a role
in the analyzed information sources, we deliberately focused on descriptive norms. Researching
injunctive norms in an online setting is difficult since it is unclear how much discussion participants
care about their peers’ judgment – they never really have to reveal their actual behavior to them.

While the results of this work demonstrate which type of beliefs affect the spread of this particular
security behavior, it raises new questions for future work about the exact origins of advice and
beliefs and their spreading path across platforms.

7.3 Giving Effective Security Advice for Specific Use-Cases
Our case study illustrates some essential points for providing effective security advice: First,
demonstrated security behavior or stories of security practices influence normative beliefs and
should be treated as a form of (unintentional) security advice. We should try to communicate
the minimal set of security advice with the most practicality and general security benefits [58].
However, it is not possible to only tell stories about security practices that have general security
benefits. Hence, not only security advice [8, 26] but also stories about security practices, e.g., in
news articles, need to include an explanation of their purpose.
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Second, it is easy for readers to misinterpret security advice or stories about security practices, i.e.,
listicles that imply combination behavior, ambiguous phrasing, or lack of threat models. Therefore,
checking for possible misinterpretations and providing extra space when necessary should be a
required part of a responsible publication process on security topics.

Third, security is usually not the users’ primary goal. Giving clear instructions on how to achieve
the primary goal securely may be an effective method of giving security advice for exceptional use
cases. VPN providers already apply this approach; many have articles instructing users to connect
to a VPN before accessing the dark net.

Lastly, layering multiple security mechanisms seems to create a perceived sense of security, i.e., a
secure experience. Avoiding these unwarranted secure experiences requires design approaches that
take them into account. Designing the Tor browser differently so that it informs users who connect
with a VPN of its security implications may combat an unwarranted perceived sense of security.

7.4 User Perceptions of Security Technology Shape their Behavior
In the user survey (Section 5) and the document analysis (Section 6), we found several cases where
users’ perceptions of the technology behind Tor and VPNs shaped their beliefs and self-reported
behavior. We found that some users think of the Tor browser as a regular privacy-preserving
browser that merely adds countermeasures at the application layer, e.g., protecting from behavioral
online tracking by blocking third-party cookies. Such a belief would explain why these users think
that protecting the network layer, i.e., the browsing traffic, with a VPN is beneficial for using the
Tor browser securely – even though it is not.

Other users thought of Tor in the same way as VPNs and thus treated both in the same way,
which confirms Story et al.’s [62] finding that users had trouble differentiating Tor and VPNs. We
also found indications that users apply the Swiss cheese model of risk management [55] to justify
layering security practices. Lastly, the responses to our user survey suggest that VPN providers
have successfully created the perception that Tor is unsafe to use without a VPN. A part of the
reason for these user perceptions and coping strategies is that the security technology behind Tor
and VPNs and its effects are hard to communicate to laypeople.

While not all misconceptions are fixable, some general approaches tackle the misconception that
the Tor browser is just a regular browser: names we use for software or features, visualizations that
communicate inner workings, and user interaction that support users in building mental models.
First, the name of the Tor software would ideally hint at its effect on the network layer while also
making it more difficult to confuse with other types of privacy-preserving browsers. The potential
effect on user perception did not seem to have been an important factor when renaming the “Tor
Browser Bundle” to simply “Tor browser” nine years ago.4 However, while a better name might
help new users, it also has the potential to confuse the existing user base. Hence, future empirical
user research must evaluate this option with care. Second, upon starting up the Tor browser,
visualizing the ongoing connection attempts that are usually in the background may improve user
understanding of the entire system. Third, upon detecting VPN use, user interaction in the form of
prompts could explain that using a VPN in combination is potentially unnecessary. Nudging users
in this way to question their beliefs and possibly change their behavior is a well-studied form of
soft paternalism that helps users understand and choose appropriate options [3].

8 CONCLUSION
To understand how security folklore spreads and how it could facilitate useful security advice, we
investigated a data-rich example, i.e., the practice of using Tor over VPN. Our case study consisted

4https://gitlab.torproject.org/legacy/trac/-/issues/11193
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of three study parts aligned with the theory of reasoned action: We quantified behavior on real-
world Tor traffic, surveyed users’ intentions and beliefs that explain the behavior, and analyzed
background information sources that affect user beliefs.
We found that the spread of security folklore relies on the normative beliefs of users looking

for social proof [11–13] on how to use Tor securely. This effect appears especially important in
cases such as Tor over VPN when threat models and consequences of security practices are hard to
determine for laypeople. Thus, the security community may want to investigate how to effectively
establish normative beliefs to spread useful security advice with generally applicable security
benefits. However, to avoid the unintentional spread of security misinformation as normative
beliefs, reports about security practices in newspaper articles and pop-culture media must explain
their effects and accompanying threat models.

We also found that misinterpretations and misconceptions support erroneous beliefs about the
security technology behind Tor and VPN and its effects.
Overall, our Tor-specific and generalizable findings suggest that careful phrasing is crucial for

communicating information about security practices, and redesigning tools’ secure experience
through visualizations or UI friction may combat some misconceptions.
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